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Administrative & Student Support
DASA COORDINATOR REFRESHER - 9/12

"Content"

Join us for a 3 hour refresher training on the NYSED Requirements for Dignity Act
Coordinators, as it is encouraged by NYSED for Coordinators to receive additional training,
beyond what is provided to all faculty and staff. We will examine the NYSED regulations for
school districts with regard to DASA Complaints and reporting processes. Together we will
explore and discuss samples of DASA forms and the roles and responsibilities of a DASA
Coordinator. *** Please note that this is NOT a 6 hour DASA Certification training***

LEAD EVALUATOR INITIAL CERT. -

9/13

This training is structured so that participants will consider the nine required elements indepth for lead evaluator certification. Participants will be exploring: NYS Teaching
Standards and their related elements and performance indicators and the Leadership
Standards (ISLLC, 2008) and their related functions, evidence-based observation
techniques that are grounded in research, application and use of the student growth
percentile model and the value-added growth model as defined in section 30-2.2 of this
Subpart (CR 30-2.9), scoring methodology used by the Department of Education and/or the
district or BOCES to evaluate a teacher and/or principal under this Subpart, how scores are
"Pedagogy" generated for each subcomponent and the composite effectiveness score, application and
use of scoring ranges prescribed by the commissioner and specific considerations in
evaluating teachers of ELL Students or Students with Disabilities.

ELEM. & MIDDLE SCHOOL COUNSELOR MEETING - 9/18

"Content"

Together, we will look at various resources and plans from counseling departments across
the region. Learn from your colleagues and discuss important topics, such as internet
safety, student privacy, scheduling and more. Examine topics, such as teaching social
messaging responsibly, and student transitions, and other relevant subjects. Join other
elementary and middle school counselors from across the region to learn from and support
your peers.

INTRO TO ELLS FOR ADMINISTRATORS - 9/19

"ELL"

This training will help administrators better understand the ELL Identification Process,
Commissioner Regulations Part 154 and Title III Consortium Plans. The English Language
Learner is a growing population in our region. Join the Regional Biliteracy Educational
Resources Network presenters as they guide you through the process of identifying and
supporting the needs for teachers, students, and families. You will be reviewing the
Commissioner Regulations regarding ELL students and working to create a District
Comprehensive Plan surrounding ELL needs.

Administrative & Student Support
LEAD EVALUATOR RE-CERTIFICATION - 9/26

"Pedagogy"

This three-hour training is geared toward those who have experience with the evaluation
process and require recertification. Lead evaluators will have the opportunity to consider
credibility factors as an evaluator, inter-rater reliability, and providing quality feedback that
will strengthen student learning and teacher effectiveness. In addition, the Regional
Biliteracy Education Resources Network will be providing professional development focused
on the observations of teachers of ELL/ENL and MLL students.

ELL FOR ADMINISTRATORS - DISTRICT COMP. ELL PLANS - 10/15

"ELL"

Discuss a District Comprehensive ELL Plan for Administrators. The English Language
Learner is a growing population in our region. Join the Regional Biliteracy Educational
Resources Network presenters as they guide you through the process of identifying and
supporting the needs for teachers, students, and families. We will review the
Commissioner Regulations regarding ELL students and working to create a District
Comprehensive Plan surrounding ELL needs.

ELEM. & MIDDLE SCHOOL COUNSELOR MEETING - 10/23

"Content"

Together, we will look at various resources and plans from counseling departments across
the region. Learn from your colleagues and discuss important topics, such as internet
safety, student privacy, scheduling and more. Examine topics such as, teaching social
messaging responsibly, and student transitions, and other relevant subjects. Join other
elementary and middle school counselors from across the region to learn from and support
your peers.

POSITIVITY PROJECT'S POWER OF POSITIVE RELATIONSHIPS - 11/13
Teams of Administrators, Counselors and Teachers are welcome to attend this Positivity
Project Initial training by P2 Principal, Brett Woodcock, of Liverpool Central School District.
Learn about the mission and vision of the Positivity Project as well as the character
strengths that are the core of the content. Brett will also discuss school-wide
implementation and classroom implementation as well as the impacts on students.
"Pedagogy"

Curricular Workshops
SOCIAL STUDIES NETWORK - SUPPORTING ELLS-9/25

"ELL"

The morning will provide a brief introduction to the field of English as a New Language
(ENL) and English Language Learners (ELLs). Participants will be introduced to the
language acquisition process and how it impacts instruction. A cultural awareness
component is included and teachers will learn strategies and tips for engaging ELLs in
meaningful classroom instruction. The afternoon will focus on making social studies
content more accessible for ELLs in the general education classroom. Methods of
scaffolding and differentiating instruction and materials to make content more
comprehensible for ELLs will be the main area of focus.

GR. K-4 MATH NETWORK - 10/2

"ELL"

Math teachers and coaches from across the Jefferson-Lewis BOCES Region will
collaborate while working in grade-level bands to strengthening student learning through
shared ideas and professional insights surrounding differentiated, student-centered
mathematics instruction, and the Next Generation Standards. Network meetings will
provide: a focus on developing your understanding of the standards, an awareness and
focus on lesson development and student learning expectations, opportunities to strengthen
your capacity for successful implementation of the standards in your classroom, building,
and district, best practices and instructional delivery strategies for all students. Please know
that the October 2nd session will focus on ELL/MLL mathematics strategies and protocols
that can reach all learners. Grades 5-12 will meet on this same day, register for supporting
ELLs in Math Content area.

K-12 HEALTH & P.E. TEACHER NETWORK MEETING 10/5

"Content"

Join the local chapter of NYSAPHERD as we explore the NYS Health and PE Standards
and how they might influence your lesson creation and planning. We will do a deep dive
into specific standard areas. Develop lesson plans and curricular alignment with your
peers from across the region as we collaborate together and share best practices in the
field. We will also have hands-on activities and sample lesson ideas for you to take back
and use right away.

Curricular Workshops
GR. K-4 SCIENCE NETWORK MEETING K-12 - 10/23

"ELL"

Science teachers and coaches from across the JL BOCES region will collaborate while
working in grade-level bands to strengthen student learning through shared ideas and
professional insights surrounding differentiated, student-centered instruction, and the NYS
Science Learning Standards. Network meetings will provide: a focus on developing your
understanding of the NYS Science Standards, an awareness and focus on lesson
development and student learning experiences, opportunities to strengthen your capacity
for successful implementation of the NYS Science Learning Standards in your classroom,
building, and district, best practices and instructional delivery strategies for all students, and
collaboration with teachers and coaches from a variety of districts in the region. This
session will focus on ELL/MLL science strategies and protocols that can reach all learners.
Grades 5-12 will be registering for "Supporting ELLS in Science".

K-12 WORLD LANGUAGES- TEACHING FOR PROFICIENCY 10/26

"ELL"

Teaching for Proficiency: In this session, participants will closely study the ACTFL Proficiency
Guidelines with particular emphasis on the Novice and Intermediate levels; explore proficiency
targets for each Checkpoint; examine the Revised (2017) NCSSFL/ACTFL Can-Do
Statements; and discuss instructional implications of proficiency-based teaching. Introduction
to ACTFL Core Practices: In this session, participants will explore six High Leverage Teaching
Practices (HLTPs) for world language teachers known as the ACTFL Core Practices. Brief
explanations of each core practice will be followed by practical suggestions for developing and
implementing these practices.

GR. 4-12 READING & WRITING NETWORK - 10/30 AND 11/8

"ELL"

Reading and Writing teachers and coaches from across the JL BOCES region will
collaborate while working in grade-level bands to strengthen student learning through shared
ideas and professional insights surrounding differentiated, student-centered instruction, and
the NYS Next Generation ELA Standards. Network meetings will provide: a focus on
developing your understanding of the NYS Next Generation ELA Standards, an awareness
and focus on lesson development and student learning experiences, opportunities to
strengthen your capacity for successful implementation of the NYS Next Generation ELA
Standards in your classroom, building, and district, best practices and instructional delivery
strategies for all students, and collaboration with teachers and coaches from a variety of
districts in the region. This session will focus on ELL/MLL strategies and protocols that can
reach all learners. For grades 4-12 on 10/30. For grades K-3 on 11/8.

Curricular Workshops
K-12 SCIENCE NETWORK MEETING - 11/1

"Content"

Science teachers and coaches from across the JL BOCES region will collaborate while
working in grade-level bands to strengthen student learning through shared ideas and
professional insights surrounding differentiated, student-centered instruction, and the NYS
Science Learning Standards. Network meetings will provide: a focus on developing your
understanding of the standards, an awareness and focus on lesson development and
student learning experiences, opportunities to strengthen your capacity for successful
implementation of the standards in your classroom, building, and district, best practices and
instructional delivery strategies for all students. This is a full network meeting for grades K12.

K-3 READING & WRITING NETWORK - 11/8

"Content"

Reading and Writing teachers and coaches from across the JL BOCES region will collaborate
while working in grade-level bands to strengthen student learning through shared ideas and
professional insights surrounding differentiated, student-centered instruction, and the NYS
Next Generation ELA Standards. Network meetings will provide: a focus on developing your
understanding of the standards, an awareness and focus on lesson development and student
learning experiences, opportunities to strengthen your capacity for successful implementation
of the standards in your classroom, building, and district, best practices and instructional
delivery strategies for all students. Teachers with grades 4-12 will meet this day as well at
"Supporting ELL in Reading & Writing - 10/30 and 11/8."

K-12 MATH NETWORK - 11/27
Math teachers and coaches from across the Jefferson-Lewis BOCES Region will collaborate
while working in grade level bands to strengthening student learning through shared ideas
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instruction, and the Next Generation Standards. Network meetings will provide: a focus on
developing your understanding of the standards, an awareness and focus on lesson
development and student learning expectations, opportunities to strengthen your capacity
"Content" for successful implementation of the standards in your classroom, building, and district, best
practices and instructional delivery strategies for all students. Full K-12 Network Meeting.

K-12 HEALTH AND P.E. TEACHER NETWORK - 12/4

"Content"

Explore the NYS Health and PE Standards and how they might influence your lesson
creation and planning. We will do a deep dive into specific standard areas. Work with your
peers to develop lesson plans and curricular alignment with the standards. Encourage your
fellow teachers from around the region to strengthen student learning in all areas of Health
and Physical Education. Collaborate together to discuss and share best practices related to
the field.

Fine Arts Workshops
K-12 MUSIC NETWORK - 9/26

"Content"

Explore the new NYS Music Standards and how they might influence your lesson creation
and planning. We will do a deep dive into specific standard areas. Work with your peers from
across the region to develop lesson plans and curricular alignment with the standards.
Encourage your fellow teachers from around the region to strengthen student learning in all
areas of music education. Collaborate together to discuss and share best practices related to
the field – including the new NYS Music standards.

K-12 THE NEW NYS FINE ARTS STANDARDS - MUSIC - 10/9
This full-day session is a comprehensive workshop designed to address the new NYS
Learning Standards for the Arts. Topics to be covered include: philosophical foundations,
goals, artistic literacy, artistic processes, anchor standards, and performance indicators.
Further discussions of enduring understandings, essential questions, student-focused
learning and including all learners will be explored. The workshop will consist of a general
"Content" overview of the standards in the morning, followed by content-specific breakout groups in the
afternoon.

K-12 BLUSEED ART STUDIO - ART/SCIENCE WORKSHOP - 10/9

"Content"

Carol Marie Vossler from Bluseed Art Studio will be presenting an authentic STEAM
workshop, integrating art and science. Mary Hall from the Utica Zoo will share real bugs you
can see and hold from around the world, and learn about their habitat and habits. Then we will
take a walk in the woods to find their "artwork"! We will discuss the history of mark making
and the use of symbols. We will then make our very own monotypes on paper inspired by
your new invertebrate friends!

THEATER DIRECTOR'S NETWORK - 11/6

"Content"

Join Kristie Fuller to explore the NYS Theater Standards and how they can influence your
lesson creation and planning. We will do a deep dive into specific standard areas. Develop
relationships and collaborations with your peers from across the region. Discuss your
upcoming productions and theater-related needs and/or concerns. Collaborate together, to
share best practices related to the field, as well as possibly sharing resources and ideas.

K-12 CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT FOR "SPECIAL AREAS" - 11/14
Special area teachers are tasked with teaching 400 – 800 students a week, sometimes with
class sizes up to 100 students! That can present some special challenges. Join us as we
discuss and develop: simple and effective classroom management plans that can improve
how well your students listen and follow instructions, classroom routines and procedures to
"Pedagogy" help minimize distractions and students' time off task, strategies and techniques to handle
disruptive students, how to quickly regain control of any classroom, and more!

Teaching and Learning Workshops
EFFECTIVE TEACHING - LEVEL 1 - 9/11
This five-day Instructional Skills Workshop will focus on "good practices" - classroom
instructional skills and strategies that have been proven to be effective over time and are
supported by research and studies. In addition, A.P.L. Associates incorporates procedures,
processes, and strategies that are very successful in addressing a variety of teacher concerns
in the areas of: time management, homework, behavior management, student performance,
"Pedagogy"
student focus, student effort and more.

SUPPORTING ELL IN SOCIAL STUDIES -9/25

"ELL"

The morning will provide a brief introduction to the field of English as a New Language (ENL)
and English Language Learners (ELLs). Participants will be introduced to the language
acquisition process and how it impacts instruction. Teachers will learn strategies and tips for
engaging ELLs in meaningful classroom instruction. The afternoon will focus on making social
studies content more accessible for ELLs. Methods of scaffolding and differentiating instruction
and materials to make content more comprehensible for ELLs will be the main area of focus.

HACKING YOUR PD: USING TWITTER TO LEARN & GROW - 10/2
Twitter experience not necessary! Learn how to take control and personalize your own
professional development by connecting with other educators from around the nation and
world with Twitter. Participants will learn about and gain a better understanding of how this
social media platform can help them to build a network of educators they can rely on, as well
as to help them find new ideas and inspiration to be great for kids and remain on the cutting
"Pedagogy" edge as an educator. Participants will: Create a Twitter account if they do not already have
one, Learn how to interact with Twitter, Learn how to use TweetDeck, Participate in a #WB4K
Chat, and Begin building a professional learning network.

GR. 5-12 MATH NETWORK - SUPPORTING ELL IN MATH - 10/2

"ELL"

The morning will provide a brief introduction to the field of English as a New Language (ENL)
and English Language Learners (ELLs). Participants will be introduced to the language
acquisition process and how it impacts instruction. Teachers will learn strategies and tips for
engaging ELLs in meaningful classroom instruction. The afternoon will focus on making math
content more accessible for ELLs. Methods of scaffolding and differentiating instruction and
materials to make content more comprehensible for ELLs will be the main area of focus.
Grades K-4 Math Network Meeting on same day - please register separately.

Teaching and Learning Workshops
PD IN PAJAMAS! "TEACH LIKE A PIRATE" TWITTER CHAT - 10/10, 10/17, 10/24
Twitter book study facilitated by Jamie Sweeney. Twitter experience not necessary, but a
Twitter account and willingness to learn are! Copies of the “Teach Like a Pirate” book by
Dave Burgess are provided with workshop. During this workshop, you’ll discover how to tap
into your passion as a teacher, develop creative presentations that capture your students’
"Pedagogy" interests, establish rapport and a sense of camaraderie in your classroom, and how to
transform your class into a life-changing experience for your students. Please join us as we
embark on this journey to find our very own buried treasures right here in the North Country!

MINDFULNESS FOR EDUCATORS - 10/11 AND 11/29
This two-day training is designed to give educators an opportunity to understand and apply
mindfulness practices in their classrooms. We will share how mindfulness practices are
beneficial to both students and teachers, help participants develop their own mindfulness
practices, and demonstrate how mindfulness strategies can be integrated into daily
"Pedagogy" classroom routines.

GR. 5-12 - SCIENCE NETWORK -SUPPORTING ELL IN SCIENCE- 10/23

"ELL"

The morning will provide a brief introduction to the field of English as a New Language (ENL)
and English Language Learners (ELLs). Participants will be introduced to the language
acquisition process and how it impacts instruction. Teachers will learn strategies and tips for
engaging ELLs in meaningful classroom instruction. The afternoon will focus on making
science content more accessible for ELLs. Methods of scaffolding and differentiating
instruction and materials to make content more comprehensible for ELLs will be the main area
of focus.

K-12 STUDENT-CENTERED LEARNING THROUGH PBL - 10/24,25,29
Please join us for a three day workshop inspired by the work of the Buck Institute for
Education. Project Based Learning provides attendees with the skills and knowledge needed
to design, assess and manage a rigorous, relevant, and standards-based unit. The workshop
is a balanced blend of direct instruction, video analysis, hands-on work time, resource sharing,
peer collaboration and feedback. Participants will : Learn the 8 Essential Elements of ProjectBased Learning, begin planning their first project, determine how to implement their project,
"Pedagogy"
develop an understanding of how to incorporate assessment into their first project, and Learn
how to manage their final project . Participants will leave with a draft of their project framework
that when implemented with fidelity will enhance student learning.

Teaching and Learning Workshops
GR. 4-12 - SUPPORTING ELL IN READING & WRITING- 10/30 & 11/8

"ELL"

The morning will provide a brief introduction to the field of English as a New Language (ENL)
and English Language Learners (ELLs). Participants will be introduced to the language
acquisition process and how it impacts instruction. A cultural awareness component is
included and teachers will learn strategies and tips for engaging ELLs in meaningful
classroom instruction. The afternoon will focus on making reading and writing more
accessible for ELLs in the general education classroom. Methods of scaffolding and
differentiating instruction and materials to make content more comprehensible for ELLs will
be the main area of focus. Teachers for grades K-3 may attend on 11/8 only.

SCAFFOLDING & DIFFERENTIATION FOR ELL IN GR. 3-6 -11/14 OR K-2 - 11/13

"ELL"

Teachers will explore ways to scaffold and differentiate instruction for ELLs in grades K-2.
Focus will be on beginning literacy and vocabulary instruction for ELLs and strategies for
structuring classwork so that ELLs can be successful in the classroom. Participants will
acquire a toolkit of scaffolding and differentiation strategies to help their instruction meet the
needs of ELLs. Please select the workshop that fits your grade level.

K-12 POSITIVITY PROJECT'S "POWER OF POSITIVE RELATIONSHIPS" - 11/13
Teams of Administrators, Counselors and Teachers are welcome to attend this Positivity
Project Initial training by P2 Principal, Brett Woodcock, of Liverpool Central School District.
Learn about the mission and vision of the Positivity Project as well as the character strengths
that are the core of the content. Brett will also discuss school-wide implementation and
"Pedagogy" classroom implementation as well as the impacts on our students.

School Library System Workshops
INTERLIBRARY LOAN TRAINING -SEPTEMBER 21

"Content"

Share resources with other libraries in our region to save money for your school district.
Learn how to use the interlibrary loan systems available through the School Library System.
Examine the BOCES delivery network and how to use it to get resources from place to
place. Explore both interlibrary loan systems in a hands-on manner and gain practical
experience.

INTERLIBRARY LOAN TRAINING -SEPTEMBER 24

"Content"

Share resources with other libraries in our region to save money for your school district.
Learn how to use the interlibrary loan systems available through the School Library System.
Examine the BOCES delivery network and how to use it to get resources from place to
place. Explore both interlibrary loan systems in a hands-on manner and gain practical
experience.

SLS COMMUNICATION COORDINATOR MEETING - OCTOBER 3
Collaborate with librarians from around the region and learn about current trends in the
library profession. We will discuss library best practices and share ideas as we explore
ways to share our resources with teachers and students.
"Content"

SLS COUNCIL MEETING - OCTOBER 3
Collaborate with librarians from around the region and learn about current trends in the
library profession. We will discuss library best practices and share ideas as we explore
ways to share our resources with teachers and students.
"Content"

MENTORING FOR SCHOOL LIBRARIANS - OCT. 30
Collaborate with experienced colleagues to receive the support and encouragement needed
to be successful. Learn how to work with library support staff, set goals for your program,
and work with your administration on library policies and procedures. Examine the many
roles of the school librarian, including teaching, technology leadership, and resource
"Pedagogy" administration. Explore lesson planning aligned to the IFC, budgeting, database ordering,
book ordering and regional resources.

Technology and Makerspace Workshops
SMARTBOARD WORKSHOP - 10/11

"Content"

This course is for anyone that wants to learn how to use a SMARTBoard, and SMART
Notebook Software. The workshop will cover basic components of SMARTBoard Tools as
well as how to find resources that will fit into their existing curriculum. In addition, you will
learn about galleries, lesson plans, and interactive activities in order for students to become
more engaged in the classroom. Join us as we learn how to use: the SMARTBoard
Interface, tool customization, galleries, SMART resources, interactive lesson ideas and
more!

K-12: ALL THINGS GOOGLE - 10/25

"Content"

This course is for anyone that wants to learn more about Google in the Cloud—Google
Drive, Docs, Sheets, & Slides. Use an existing account or create a new one but don’t miss
this opportunity to learn what Google can do for you. Join us as we learn to: upload
documents to Google Drive, share files, collaborate with others, create spreadsheets, use
Google Slides, use the advanced Google Search feature and more!

GR. 4-12: MAKER JOURNALS: A CRITICAL TOOL IN MAKERSPACES - 10/30

"Content"

A maker journal is a tool that allows students to plan, design and reflect on their creations
and research. Together we will create our own maker journal, and explore ways your
students can create their own maker journals as well. We will conduct our own hands-on
experience and design challenge, while using our journals to help guide us through the
process. After our experience is complete, we will reflect on our experience in our journals
and view some student examples. We will also discuss the ways that invention or maker
journals help students meet some of the NYS ELA standards, as well as college and career
readiness standards.

K-12:INTRODUCTION TO GOOGLE SKETCHUP & DESIGN - 11/1

"Content"

SketchUp is an easy-to-use 3D modeling application. Get up to speed in this workshop with
SketchUp by gaining a basic understanding of the drawing, design, and rendering tools
offered in this program. Topics include: * Navigating the interface * Configuring toolbars and
tray windows * Selecting and moving objects * Drawing lines and shapes * Creating 3D text
* Measuring and labeling objects * Using organizational tools * Creating and applying
materials * Animating and rendering your drawings * and more!

